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This is a documentation of a four-week experience design 
process. It details the research, ideas, decisions, and 
iterations that led to the final design implementation.

PURPOSE
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THE TEAM

Grace Lam, Lisa Cho, Louie Yan, Marco Yuen, Ahmed Jozi
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Toni & Guy is an international icon that offers creative hairstyling tailored 
for each client’s facial features, personality, and lifestyle. The salon was 
founded in London 1963, by the Mascolo brothers. Since then, Toni & Guy 
has been involved in the latest trends, from the everyday to the runway.

WHO ARE WE DESIGNING FOR?
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WHAT IF CLIENTS FIND 
THEIR PERFECT HAIRSTYLES?

Clients often arrive to the salon with a vague idea of a desired style, expecting a 
certain type of haircut and service. When they attempt to describe this to the stylist, 
communication is often unclear, and they often leave dissatisfied. When clients leave with 
dissatisfaction, they almost never return.

It is difficult to find the right stylist who can provide the perfect cuts, because this ideal is 
different for every individual-- hairdressing is based on skill, but also, style. 

CLIENTS
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WHAT IF STYLISTS CAN LOVE
THE JOB–AND BRAND–AGAIN?

Each stylist has a signature look and style. While stylists are confident about what they do 
best, these skills are not communicated effectively to the clients. 

Stylists themselves, as employees, tend to come and go between brands. Particularly 
at Toni & Guy, stylists leave because the duties become monotonous. At a certain point, 
stylists begin to crave the diminishing artistic growth, having clients who ask for similar cuts 
year after year; they desire a type of upward trajectory. Furthermore, stylists tend become 
therapists as well; clients reveal themselves at their worst-- no makeup and foils in their 
hair-- and thus, are willing to confide their secrets to the stylist. When stylists leave the 
brand, their clients may follow.

STYLISTS
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We are applying experience design to the context of brand experience. Brand experience 
refers to the customer’s total experience, derived from interacting with the brand. The total 
brand experience is based on four elements: 

•	 Impression refers to the proposition of the brand, what it has to offer to its guests. 
Interaction refers to how the brand delivers what it promises and how consistent it is 
with what they propose.

•	 Responsiveness is how the brand responds to each guests needs. How they tailor it to 
your needs and how adaptable is it to the users.

•	 Lastly, Resilience refers to the responsibility of the brand and how it works, in the long 
run.

BRAND EXPERIENCE
DOMAIN

CLIENT AGENCY

PERCEPTION

ENVISION 

OUTSIDE DESIGNERS

MEASURED AMBASSADOR

SYMBOLS Salons
Fashion Shows 
Haircare Products
Celebrity Endorsement
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INDIVIDUALS EXTERNAL SYSTEMS
Values, needs, goals, expectations
Competitors 
Social Media 
Peer pressure 

  SERVICE
  HAIRCARE PRODUCTS
  ENVISION

“To grow the best, most pro�table and most creative 
hairdressing company on the planet, where people 

love to work and clients love to be”.
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TONI & GUY
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OPENINGS & CLIENT
WEEK 1
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OPENINGS
Our opening will guide the design process; we wanted this opening to encompass an 
interesting experience and behaviour. From the three possible openings, we narrowed it 
down to what held the most opportunity, by also brainstorming clients whose qualities 
matched our framework.

We want you to live in the moment and be aware of the everyday’s small actions.
DERIVE DELIGHT FROM ROUTINE ACTIONS.

Rejected: This is too general and does not encompass a form, can apply to anything.

1.

Shaping things in your life in order to provide insight towards a beneficial outcome.

CULMINATING ENLIGHTENMENT BY 
CONTOURING YOUR LIFESTYLE.

Accepted: This is an interesting statement that implies form.

2.

Initiate a mutually beneficial relationship by giving something in, first.

CULTIVATING SYMBIOTIC 
RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH RELEASE.

Rejected: Was similar to our second opening (our client fit in both) but felt the other fit best

3.
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FROG DESIGN
Frog Design creates experiences based on rich understanding observed and implied needs 
over time. In Frog’s words, “the design should fit so well with user needs and expectations 
that it dissolves into behavior”. They follow four methods of design: Catalyst Design, 
Persuasion Design, Performance Design, and System of Participation.

This approach takes every aspect of the user’s behaviour into consideration, and cycles 
through continuously. Using the five design principles, we wanted to improve communication 
between stylist and client, and decrease cognitive overhead on verbal communication with 
the help of visuals and feedback.

GO TO THE MARKET
Bring product and service to the right 

partners and customers. 

BRAND STRATEGY

Desirability

Shaping brand meaning to create 
inspirational experiences.

TECHNOLOGY STRATEGY

Feasibility 

Considering the advancement of 
technology in creating solutions.

Choose a Design Approach

Persuasion Design
Performance Design

Catalyst Design

System of Participation

INSIGHTS

Ethnographic Research
Tools

Workshops
Empathy Desirability + Viability

Discover Constraints 
Understand Contexts

Understanding the market and human needs 
to Identify business opportunities. 

Outcomes

SOLUTION
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FUNCTIONALIST
> Sees value in price. But doesn't understand 

all details retained in cut.

> Can derive value from experience, but more likely 
to respond based on costs.

> Does not become too emotionally invested. 

> Can be emotionally affected by space within store.

SOCIAL
SPEND

CONTENT
NEED

the

I WANT A NICE 
HAIRCUT.

TREND-CHASER
> Prestige is the goal of the experience.

> Creates the image they are seeking.

> Regularly invests in stylists, but prone to leaps.

> Adaptable; changes based on brand’s aesthetic value.

SOCIAL
SPEND

CONTENT
NEED

the

GIVE ME THE 
NEWEST TRENDS.

DEPENDANT
> Needs emotional reassurance

>

> Heavy investments on the lifestyle level

> Is emotionally lifted when in store

SOCIAL
SPEND

CONTENT
NEED

the

I’M HERE FOR 
YOUR COMPANY.

CUSTOMER PROFILES
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Channels 

Consideration Awareness 

Social Media 

Tell a Friend

Communicate 

Listen / Talk

Observe Read reviews 

Discuss Opportunities 

Discuss Opportunities 

Read commentsCheck posts 

Rate the appRead reviews

Ask a friend

Ask a stylist Communicate 

Rate the app

Observe

Insights Excitement

Frustration Anticipation Anticipation 

Recognition 
First impression Satisfaction 

Advantage 

Listen / Talk Communicate 

Go with friends  

Give a feedback 

Share Photos

T&G Staff

App Store

Friends

Prints

Download Book an 
Appointment

Go to the salon/
Get a haircut

Ongoing Use Share the 
Experience

First Use 

Fun
Appreciation 

CUSTOMER JOURNEY FRAMEWORK
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REVISITING OPENINGS

Rejected: We realized that this was not strong enough to 
work with; this mainly translated to customization.

CULMINATING ENLIGHTENMENT BY 
CONTOURING YOUR LIFESTYLE.

1.

CULTIVATING SYMBIOTIC 
RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH RELEASE.
Accepted: Our intervention leaned towards the relationship 
between client and stylist, rather than a particular lifestyle, 
therefore this fit with our goals more effectively.

2.
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DISCOVER DEFINE DEVELOP DELIVER

• Explore as many mistakes as 
possible
• Generate & develop solutions 
using identified problems and 
in-depth insight

• Prototype service concepts 
in reality (or close to reality), 
e.g. staging or roleplay

• Employees contribute to 
prototyping of certain service 
moments
• Employees have clear 
vision of concept

1. Understand context with 
company’s culture & goals

2. Identify the real problem: 
study current & potential 
customer perspectives

3. Visualize findings & 
structure of intangible services

Emergence of new 
environments & user 
needs

Stakeholders 
contribute expertise

Customer needs, 
motivations, 
expectations

THE ITERATIVE 

DESIGN PROCESS
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EXPLORING FORM

We discovered that Toni & Guy, along with many other salons, had amassed a growing base 
of disappointed customers; clients walked into the salon with a vague idea of their desired 
style, yet unable to effectively communicate this to the stylist. This means that clients often 
do not get the results they expect. Furthermore, finding the right stylist is also difficult.
Perhaps we can facilitate communication between client and stylist, so clients leave happy.

[Partially Accepted: it had the potential to take away from the in-store dialogue between 
client and stylist, however we saw some potential; we kept it on the side for consideration]

COMMUNICATION

While most stylists carry physical portfolios, it is rare for a stylist to maintain an online 
portfolio. However, the online space is a huge opportunity to reach a wider audience, both 
for the stylist and brand. The initial idea lacked substantial value for the stylists, so we 
wanted to collect the stylists’ work into an online space, available for clients to view. This 
brings value to the stylist, and in particular, stylists in the Toni & Guy Academy, who are just 
starting in the industry. 

[Accepted]

PORTFOLIOS
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“AN EXPERIENCE IS A STORY, EMERGING 
FROM THE DIALOGUE OF A PERSON WITH 
HER OR HIS WORLD THROUGH ACTION.”  
- MARC HASSENZAHL

We considered allowing clients to view the base, unstyled cuts of the styles shown in the 
style-finder, so clients can consider how the style will fit realistically into their lives (i.e. the 
product and maintenance required). Perhaps this can be inspired by aspects of a recipe, 
showing step-by-step tutorials on getting from the base cut to final look.

[Rejected: Not interesting enough; dropped]

BASE CUT

To entice clients to return for new hair styles, perhaps they can get a make-over and mini 
photo shoot. This photo can be added to the stylist’s portfolio. Perhaps, if the client returns 
a certain number of times, they can receive physical book with all the photos.

[Rejected: Not enough value for brand to justify printing physical book]

MAKEOVER
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Channels 
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Tell a Friend

Communicate 

Listen / Talk

Observe Read reviews 

Discuss Opportunities 

Discuss Opportunities 

Read commentsCheck posts 

Rate the appRead reviews

Ask a friend
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Frustration Anticipation Anticipation 
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Listen / Talk Communicate 
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY FRAMEWORK

CUSTOMER JOURNEY FRAMEWORK
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DEFINING TOUCHPOINTS
WEEK 2
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REVISITING OPENINGS (AGAIN)

Rejected: This did not fit our direction anymore.

CULTIVATING SYMBIOTIC 
RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH RELEASE

1.

INVOKING TRUST BY NURTURING CO-CREATION
Accepted: We found that the academy had an application with a 
similar idea, that integrated with their curriculum; the in-store stylists 
still lacked the value from portfolios, so we decided to cater the 
portfolio towards the working stylists in the industry instead.

2.

We looked at micro trends-- small and growing forces behind 
tomorrow’s big changes-- that could inspire our idea. 

MICROTRENDS

“BRAND EXPERIENCE IS CONCEPTUALIZED 
AS SENSATIONS, FEELINGS, COGNITIONS, 
AND BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES.”
-  J. JO ˘SKO BRAKUS
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COMPANIES AS COMMUNITIES
This is the idea that tomorrow’s successful companies work as communities, rather than 
as machines. According to FastCompany, education will be a function of apprenticeship 
and mentorship; benefits will be menus, where everyone’s options differ; salaries will be 
incentives; and everyone, regardless of age or position, will be able to further their career 
and influence the organization’s direction.

We wanted to bring the community setting to the salon, in particular, the idea that anyone, 
regardless of age or position, will have the opportunity to increase their skills and career.

WHAT IF WE CREATE A COMMUNITY 
IN THE COMPANY?
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PERSONALIZED STYLE
Traditionally, ready-made, or off-the-rack, products are less valuable than the one-of-a-kind. 
We are starting to take this farther, and not only valuing the one-of-a-kind, but the type of 
product created specifically for one person.
People love it when others comment on their style specifically. For example, fashion 
company Zappos hired a stylist to style tips based on submitted Instagram photos.

WHAT IF WE BRING 
INTIMATE PERSONALIZATION 

TO THE SALON?
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THE SIGNATURE
Signatures are unique and personal. Athletes, such as professional figure skaters, have 
signature moves which help them win fame and fortune. Every stylist has a different look 
that caters towards a different type of client, yet matching clients with the right stylist is 
difficult.

WHAT IF WE ENHANCE 
EACH STYLIST’S 

SIGNATURE MOVES?
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THE PORTFOLIO
It is uncommon for stylists to maintain online portfolios. However, the online portfolio is 
valuable in creating opportunities both for the stylist and the salon, by reaching a wider 
audience, while instilling pride and motivation in each stylist’s own work. We’d like to 
enhance each stylist’s signature moves through their online portfolio.

CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION
A psychological effect which states that when presented with too many choices — no matter 
how beautiful or beneficial — if overwhelming, we will be paralyzed by indecision.
Therefore, constraints will lead to solutions. We considered this issue in our design by 
implementing curated portfolios; furthermore, there are only four main buttons in the mobile 
application, minimizing the number of choices the user goes through.
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VALUE + INSIGHT

OPENING

BRAND

CONTEXT

INDUSTRY

glamorous
stylish

interesting
service occurs repeatedly

aspirational
specialize in sector
positive
fun
interesting

BRAND SELECTION 
FRAMEWORK

We sifted a couple more companies through our framework but we found that Toni & Guy 
worked best, with the most interesting opportunities as a global brand.

“[WE CHOREOGRAPH] INTERACTIONS 
BETWEEN PEOPLE AND A BRAND’S 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.” 
-FROG
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BUSINESS MODEL

CHANNELS VALUE PROPOSITION

KEY PARTNERS

CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

KEY RESOURCES

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS

REVENUE STRUCTURE

Physical Property
Customer Database
Intangible: knowledge, 
experience, and relationships

Appointments

Product sales

Personalized style & treatment

Con�dent

Hair Stylists
Toni & Guy Academy
Supplier

Store

Website

Social Media

Word-of-mouth

advertisements

Men & Women

Trend-followers

Fashionista

Innovation
Passion
Creativity
Quality
Consistency
Cutting-edge style
Family owned
Personalized
Variety

BUSINESS MODEL
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REFINING CONCEPT
WEEK 3
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Toni & Guy is a recognized force in the fashion and styling industry, having worked with 
internationally acclaimed clients such as London Fashion Week and Vogue. As an  expert 
brand on the latest trends from the everyday to the runway, Toni & Guy is continually 
searching for new talent to evolve as a brand. Furthermore, the brand would also like to 
maintain client and stylist loyalty.

We focussed on the relationship between the stylist and client. The consultation integrates 
with the portfolio, allowing convenience and connectivity. This way, both client and stylist 
can clearly communicate their visions, to create the perfect looks-- thus, both apparent and 
unmet needs are satisfied.

TONI & GUY
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HOW DO WE KEEP STYLISTS LOYAL...
SO THEY DON’T LEAVE WITH THE CLIENTS?

We considered creating a points system for the stylists (a current points system already 
exists for clients). Points can traded in for small or large rewards from the company. This is 
extrinsic motivation, meaning stylists will likely leave when rewards disappear, or become 
undesirable. Furthermore, we could not justify methods for earning points, that were not 
qualitative (for example, send 10 messages, serve 20 clients, etc.)

Rejected: Did not give enough value nor incentive for the stylists to stay with the brand. This 
was an unneeded feature that could lead to more cognitive overhead.

REWARDS1.

SOCIAL MEDIA FEED
Social media feed for every client: Perhaps we can implement a feed that is linked to the 
client’s social network pages, such as Facebook or Pinterest. This could construct better 
relationships between client and stylist, by creating personalized discussion topics. We 
discovered that stylists maintain personal profiles of their clients already, so this idea 
streamlines the entire system into one platform.

Rejected: Felt that it was not strong enough. No need to burden the stylist with more 
information than necessary, as they are not personal therapists.

2.
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After stylists finish serving a client, perhaps they can photograph this look for their portfolio, 
which can be used to apply for international opportunities, at fashion weeks and photo-
shoots. Toni & Guy will choose stylists for new opportunities from this pool of portfolios; 
qualification depends on talent. This idea generates both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation, 
allowing stylists to improve their skills and careers.

Accepted: This idea had the most potential in terms of helping stylists stay loyal by 
developing intrinsic motivation in career and industry contexts.

OPPORTUNITIES3.
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FINALIZING CONCEPT
WEEK 4
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T&GT&G

Envision is a mobile application designed to help women discover their perfect hairstyles, 
by matching them with the stylists who have the right signature looks.
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THE TOUCHPOINTS

The hairdressing experience begins before the client steps into the salon; through the 
application, the client can browse through each signature look to find the right stylist. She 
can collect or share favourite looks for future reference.

When she is ready, she can start a conversation with her favourite stylist. This lets the 
client and stylist clearly communicate their visions, to create the perfect look that works 
with the client’s personality. Taking her overall lifestyle and signature look into account, the 
stylist will suggest a look. This process can take place whenever client is free, and she can 
book the appointment when she is ready. 

ENVISION1.

View on Envision

THE PORTFOLIO

THE CONVERSATION
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Both the client and stylist will walk into the appointment with confidence. When 
the client gets the look she loves, she’ll be more likely to stay loyal to Toni & Guy.

STYLE2.

Afterwards, the stylist can photograph this finished look for their online 
portfolio, which is available for potential clients to browse through.
The portfolio can then be used to apply for opportunities around the 
world. Toni & Guy will choose talent for new opportunities from this pool of 
portfolios. All stylists have an equal chance of fast-tracking their careers, in 
the context of increasing brand loyalty.

SHARE3. View on Envision

ENVISION PROJECTS OPPORTUNITIESPERSONALIZE MESSAGES ACCOUNT

A DD TO  PORTFOLIO SHAR E
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EXPECTATION

REALITY

INNOVATION 
GAP

PRICE DICTATING EXPERIENCE

TIME DICTATING EXPERIENCE

What you want

What you get

Catered 100% towards needs

Have engaging experience

End with fabulous hair

Appointment-driven

Lack of communication

Hard to interpret visions

Using Envision, Toni & Guy will continually cultivate new talent, building a network of clients 
and stylists in a strong community that promotes growth.
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Women haircuts - 2014

2 10

Sarah W

“Fusce eu augue iaculis, aliquam purus nec, tempor sem. 
Maecenas rhoncus sem sit amet quam volutpat, et vulputate 
nulla mattis. Praesent sed consectetur libero. ”

Men haircuts - 2014

Women haircuts - 2013 Men haircuts - 2013
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1:15 pm Maria K
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Folder: 

Add a Client

Name: 

5 10 5 10

ShareE
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LONDON FASHION WEEK A/W 2015

Maecenas nisl lectus, bibendum ut turpis eget, convallis 
blandit velit. Quisque ac ipsum quam. Sed eu viverra risus. 
Phasellus viverra, justo pharetra imperdiet ultrices, augue 
massa eleifend sem, sed auctor magna dolor ac neque. 
Donec lacus ligula, hendrerit non sodales sed, venenatis 
quis lacus. In et fermentum eros. Fusce consectetur purus 
in gravida adipiscing. Nam elementum dignissim sem. Ut 
nec ante volutpat, vehicula lorem in, tincidunt augue. 
Pellentesque gravida gravida ipsum, vitae tincidunt arcu. 
Morbi tortor magna, vehicula at tortor nec, vestibulum 
convallis justo.

Apply

James Franco12:56 pm

1:15 pm Maria K
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Vivamus consequat magna quis sapien feugiat, in eleifend 
sapien sollicitudin. Suspendisse nec neque ante. . I diam. Duis 
et nulla sit amet. 

From: Jasmine G 12:55 pm 

Proin consectetur felis dolor, eu accumsan leo sodales vel. In 
posuere congue vehicula. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in 
faucibus orci luctus et ultrices posuere cubilia Mauris blandit, 

From: Sally 12:41 pm 

Aliquam porttitor nulla eu nunc pharetra, eget pretium ligula 
dapibus. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet?

From: Lily 11:24 am 

Porttitor nulla eu nunc pharetra, eget pretium ligula dapibus. 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet?

From: Will 3/31/2014

From: Mark 10:01 am 
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Proin consectetur felis dolor, 
eu accumsan leo sodales 
vel. In posuere congue 
vehicula. 
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User x shared photo x on Facebook.  

User x shared photo x on Twitter.   

User x shared photo ccy on Facebook.  

User tt liked photo ry.

User x shared photo ccy on Facebook.  

User xty liked photo xrt  
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A few wireframes for Envision’s stylist application.
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A few wireframes for Envision’s client application.
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T&GT&G

Here, we can scroll through the showcase of 
completed looks by different stylists.

“[EXPERIENCE IS] AN EPISODE, A CHUNK 
OF TIME THAT ONE WENT THROUGH.”
- MARC HASSENZAHL



The stylist portfolio.

T&G

The personal collection.



Initiate a conversation with a favourite stylist to 
begin the search for a perfect hairstyle.

“YOU MUST NOT NECESSARILY CUT 
WHAT THE CLIENT WANTS... OFTEN WHEN 
CLIENTS THINK THEY’RE LOOKING AT 
THE HAIR, THEY’RE ACTUALLY ADMIRING 
HOW STUNNING THE MODEL LOOKS.”
- TONI MASCOLO, CO-FOUNDER OF TONI & GUY

A conversation with the stylist.
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The stylist portfolio.

ENVISION PROJECTS OPPORTUNITIESPERSONALIZE MESSAGES ACCOUNT
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ENVISION PROJECTS OPPORTUNITIESPERSONALIZEM ESSAGES ACCOUNT

LONDON FASHION WEEK A/W 201 5

APPL Y

VOGUE ITALIA EDITORIAL SEPT 201 4

APPL Y

International opportunities to apply for.
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In designing for an established client in an industry that has remained static 
for decades, we discovered interesting opportunities from filtering our research 
into insights. In following these design decisions, we have researched paths 
that afford other intriguing outcomes. However, we believe that Envision serves 
the client’s best interests in as a thriving, internationally-driven business.
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